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REPORT
OF

THE SECRETARY O~, THE I NTERI OR.
DEPARTMENT OF T.IIE INTERIOR,

Washington, October 31, 1874.
I have the honor to submit, for your information and the consideration of Congress, tlie following summary of the operations, during
the last fiscal year, of those branches of the public service which are
placed, by law, under the supervision of this Department, and for the
details thereof to refer to the accompanying reports of the chiefs of Bureaus and other officers.
SIR:

INDIAN AFFAIRS.

The operations of the Indian Bureau, during the past year, are highly
gratifying. They furnish conclusivA evidence of the justice, wisdom,
and practicability of the policy inaugurated by the present administration. The success of this policy is no longer a problem. If steadily
pursued, we shall soon see a.U roving tribes located upon reservations.
The disposition of the more restless and turbulent, to leave such reservations on hunting and marauding excursions, will rapidly disappear,
and the improvement of the semi-civilized Indians, already so apparent
in many localities, will be greatly accelerated. We may reasonably
expect occasional disturbances in the future, caused by individual, or
by disorderly bodies of Indians; but with a judicious and efficient execution df the present mode of treatment, it is not believed that we shall
see another general or even sedous Indian war. In my last annual
report, a brief but distinct statement of the nature and scope of the
Indian policy was attempted. I deem it best to refer to this subject
again, in order to avoid either misapprehension or misrepresentation.
INDIAN POLICY.

The present method of dealing with the Indian race aims to induce,
and when nece ary to compel, the roaming tribes to accept reservations
as rapidly as possible. On such reser,ations they are instructed in agriculture, and other pursuits incident to civrnzation, and with the aid of
our Christian organizations, their intellectual, moral, and religious culture is ad vanced as rapidly as practicable. Wh en a tribe refuses to
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accept a reservation, and continues to violate the laws of civilization 1
it is treated with all needful severity, and thus made to appreciate
the advantages of accepting the kind and humane treatment which the
Government surely extends to s~ch as are disposed to peace. If those
who have accepted reservations leave their homes and commit depredations, they also are treated as offenders, and taught the necessity, as
well as the advantage to themselves, of obedience and good behavior.
By the judicious exercise of power and persuasion as thm; indicated, it
is the aim of the Government to <leal kindly and justly with this unfortunate race, and to make them appreciate, as speedily as possible, the
real motives and purpose of the Government. The execution of this
policy is necessarily attended with difficulties, which cannot at
once be entirely overcome. To distribute the supplies annually authorized by Oongress among the Indians, [scattered, as they are, over a vast
extent of territory,] in such manner as to be entirely just and most useful, is a very difficult undertaking. Agents employed to do this work
must surrender, without adequate consideration , the advantages and
comforts of civilized life, and endure hardships an<l privations which
are not often appreciated. Nothing but a high sense of duty is sufficient to induce men of proper capacity and right motives to undertake
this task. I feel it a duty to repeat .here what I have said on thi
subject in former reports, that the welfare of this service would be
greatly promoted by increasing the salaries of these agents, and, in D?Y
judgment, it would be a measure of economy as well as of justice to
make such increase immediately.
I am happy in being able to
say that the earnest, active, and cordial co-operation of the several
Christian organizations, to which the right of nominating agen fa, has been
assigned, and upon whose nominations alone such agents are appointe<l,
is constantly improving the character of this class of employes, and
thus we are each year, to some extent, advancing the service by obtaining agents more exp~rienced and intelligent and of greater capacity for
their secular as w 11 a thefr moral and religious work. The Indian
pqpulation of the United State,·, ince the fir t occupation of our territory by white men, ha been compelled to recede as the white population
ha adv-anced. The natural re ult ha been the creation of a feeling
among Indian . that they hay u:ffi reel great inju tice at our han<l .
Th y have trong local attachment and adhere with tenacity to th e
home of th ir fatli r ". They once ccupied without di pute ,a. t region
of country which bav
n wre.:ted from them. Under uch circum.
tan
can it b uppo. d that th y will accept the complete change in
th ir m
f Ii£ and in th ir rnana 0 • ment by the Government wbi h
i n
inrr :ffi cted with ut complaint an<l r i tance, which ma'°
· a i nally r ciuire he mpl ·m nt of fi rce; or can it be uppo <1
tha tit i n tr quir l f r th ace mpli hment of uch hang : Th
pl t
f tbi p Ii 1· quire the cordial co-operation of tb .,
nt wbi ·lJ I am happ r t ay, ha alway b en unquali-
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fiedly given. It also needs the support and sympathy of the leading
officers of the Army, who are necessarily charged occasionally with executing military orders for the purpose of compelling, on the part of the
Indians, a comnliance with the wishes of the Government. I am happy
to say that such support and sympathy have, as a rule, been freely
given. But thispolicycanuot be carried onsuccessfullywithout the favor
• and support of Congress. The Indian race cannot be induced to abandon
nomadic habits, where sul>sistence has been procured by hunting, and
be placed upon reservations, unless supported and sustained by the
Government, while being 'taught arts of civilization and habits of industry sufficiently to be self-supporting. The present policy therefore requires, in order to be successful, liberal appropriations. It is impossible
to suppress the emotions produced by hunger and destitution, and it is
not difficnlt to predict the effects of sucll emotions among either savage
or civilized men. Undoubtedly, it is wiser and more humane, just, and
economical to provide for the welfare of our Iudiau population under
the existing policy than to encounter the consequences of hostility and
war, which the abandonment of this policy would render inevitable.
Each year of this service presents to those most familiar with it new
subjects requiring the favornble consideration and action of the legislative department of the Government, and to some of.these, as developed
by the experience of the past year, I deem it my duty to invite attention.
HffL\1ESTEADS FOR INDIANS.

To aiu. in prosecuting the work of Indian civilization, I recommend
the extension of the homestead-laws to Indians, with certain modifications, hereafter to be more folly stated. These laws at present apply to
citizens of the United States only, and their provisions cannot be enjoyed
except by that small portion of tlle Indian race who are legally entitled
to the privileges of citizenship.
This Department bas frequently been compelled to consider and determine the relations held by Indians to the General Government and their
rights under the homestead-laws. On the 27th of March, 1872, a question
came before it, which involved the status of the Ottawa and Uhippewa
lndians, and their rights under the treaty of July 31, 1855. The fifth
article of this treaty (see Stats., vol.11, p. 624) provided that "the tribal
organization of said Ottawa and Chippewa Indians, except so far as
may be necessary for the purpose of carrying into effect the pro-,isions
of this agreement, is hereby dissolved." Such dissolution, however, was
dependent upon the payment to the Indians by the United States of
certain sums of money, specifically provided for in the treaty. This
payment having been made, the question was submitted for decision
whether these Indians then became citizens of the United States and
entitled to make homestead-entries. This question invohTed a consideration of the civil status of Indian after the dissolution of their tribal
relations had been accomplished with th~ consent of the Go,ernment
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The provisions of the fourteenth amendment to the Constitution
material to the question are as follows:
Persons born aud naturalized in the United States, and snbject to the jitriscliction
thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the States wherein they reside. Representation shall be apportioned among the several States according to their res pee ti ve
numbers, counting the whole number of persons in each State, excluding Indians not
taxed.

These Indians were born in the United States, and, therefore, expressly
included in the provisions above quoted, provided they were "subject to
the jurisdiction thereof." During the existence of tribal relations, they
were not subject to the jurisdiction of the Uuited States. They were,
however, in some sense subjects of the United States, but not citizens
in mere right of home birth. (See Opinions Attorneys-General, vol. 7,
p. 740.)
It would perhaps be proper to say that Indians, while in this condition,
are "domestic subjects;" but certainly they are not the "sovereign cou'tituent ingredients of the Government." This principle has been several times recognized by the courts. (20 Johnson, 193; 5 Peters, 1; 6
ter , 515; the Kansas Indians, 5 Wallace, 737.)
When tribal relations have been dissolved, with the consent of the
United State , by treaty or legislative enactment, there is no longer any
d pendent nation or tribe, and those who composed the previous Indiau
community are merged into the mass of population, and become subject
t the juri diction of the United States. They are then liable to taxation, and are to be counted in the enumeration for repre entation.
By the fonl'teenth amendment, Indians not taxed are exclu<led from
the l>a i of representation. This embraces simply uch Indians as are
not liable to taxation; and in the ca ·e of the Ka,n as Indian , already
r £ rr d to, the Supreme Court held tllat they were not li able to taxation
while the tribal r lation coutiuued. Thi rea oning implie that when
that relation i ended they become liable to taxation, and are then to
b counted in the enumeration for repre. entation.
Thu the Departmeut arrived at the couclu ion, that wllen an Indian
tribe i di olved and it tribal relation, endell, with th consent of tbe
nited tat , ith r by tr aty or legi lativ enactment, the member
f uc tribe u com iJJ ·o fcwto citizen, of the United State , and eutitled
t all lie pri'dl rr •• au l imrnunitie b longing to other citizens.
b
t utio of the. 1 artm nt wa again called to tlii ubject Feb-4 wh n tlJ follo·wing qu .·tion wa presented for con 1der_ In th ab. ·nc of c ngre ·. ioual 1 gi latioo, or treaty provi ion p cially authorizing
0 an Iudiao hy m re act of Yoluntarily auandooin"' liis tribal relation and cea ·io1r
•
1
t
im or · rci e any of the pecial privilerre , immu~itie , or exemptions incident t~
icb I> Ii i al condition, and by adoptiu the habit and en tom of civiliz d lit ,
• ·itbout further action on bi part, a citizen of the Unit d "tates.

1

thi inr1uiry be D partm nt an w r d, that an Indian caunot ,ol-

•
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untarily dissolve his relations with his tribe, and thereby become a citizen
of the United States; that, before citizenship can be created, the tribal
relations must be dissolved by the tribe as a tribe, and that, too, with
the consent of the General Government, as shown by treaty or act of
Congress.
Reviewing these opinions, I feel assure<l of their correctness. It was, in
my judgment, inconsistent with sound law, as well as with public policy,
to permit an incli"ddual Indian, by voluntarily withdrawing from his
tribe, to become a citizen without some act of the Government recognizing his citizenship.
Under these circmmstances, and in view of the importance of this subject, I deem it proper to invite the attention of Congress to the recommendation of the Commissioner of the General Land-Office in favor of
legislation in behalf of Indians who desire to withdraw from their former
associations, become citizens of the United States, and avail themselves
of the benefit of the homestead-laws.
A common ownership of property is the normal condition of the Indian race, and with it are found nomadic habits totally inconsistent with
the idea of permanent habitations, individual ownership, and domestic
industry. The work of civilization can never be completed until these
lrnbits are abandoned. Ei;-ery proper inducement, therefore, ought to be
offered the Indian, which will prompt him to indiddual ownership of
property, and such habits of industry and economy as are incident to
our civilization.
Our homestead-laws require residence and cultivation for five years
before the applicant becomes entitled to a patent for his land. These
five years afford considerable guarantee that no one will apply to make
homestead-entries unless he possesses the qualities essential to citizen.
ship.
Should it be suggested that the extension of this priYilege to Indians
would furnish inducements to speculators to use them in acquiring
titles to our public fands, I would reply that this danger can be prevented by providing that the patent to be issued shall contain a clause
rendering the title inalienable except by consent of the Pres'i dent. This
would insure ample security against the abuse of this privilege, as well
as necessary protection against improvident sales without adequate consideration .
.An extension to the Indians of the benefits of the homesteatl-laws 1
under the safeguards mentioned, and such others as tbe wisdom of
Congres may sugge t, will greatly facilitate the work of their civilizati n. It will rapidly break up tribal organizations and Indian com rnu11itie ; it will bring Indians into subjection to our laws, civil and
criminal; it will induce them to abandon roving habits; and teach them
the enefit of industry and indi vidnal ownership, and thus prove highl y
a<h-antageous in promoting their prosperity.
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GENERAL LEGISLATION REQUIRED.

The condition of the Indian population is anomalous, and their relations to the general Government undefined. This is the result of necessity, but the time bas arrived when, in the progress of events, it should
be remedied. It may not be possible, at pres<-1nt, to <levise a system of
laws which shall perfectly define the relations between Indians and the
Government, or that will cure all the defects now existing for want of
legislation, but it is possible to remedy many existing evils, and thus
facilitate the work we have undertaken.
The act of June 30, 1834:, "to regulate trade and intercourse with
Indian tribes, and preserve peace on the frontiers," is the only general
law under which Indian affairs have been conrlncted. The provisions
of this act are entirely inadequate to meet the present requirements of
the service, and the experience of the past has shown that they are not
sufficient for the protection of the Indian. It has been held, for exaµiple, by a territorial judge that he has no power, for want of jurisdic·
tion, to try and punish an Indian who murdered one of his race, although the crime was committed in his own district and outside of an
Indian reservation. No officer of the Government has authority to
puni h Indians for crimes committed on an Indian reservation. There
is no law enforcing obedience to the injunctions or ~omplian<!e with the
requirementR of an agent, antl hence hP- is to a great extent powerless
unle ahletl by military authority. Depredations are daily committed by
white men upon Indians on their reservations, and the only punishment
that can be inflicted is expulsion from the Indian country.
In many instances we have treat y-stipulatfous requiring annuities of
ca h and property to be paid to Indians per capita. In some cases the
only evidence of such payments con ists of receipts given by the chiefs
of th tribes. The impro,-idence and waut of intelligence which chara terize mo t Indian entitled to uch anuuitie , render the sepayments
not mer ly u eless, but absolutely unprofitable; nay, even demoralizing.
On receipt of the money or good , the uncivilized Indian hastens to di p e of hi portion for a toy, a trifle, or, what may be worse, spirituous
li<1nor which ren ler him troubl ome and dangerou . In view of the e
and o h r example which ould be gi,en, early legi. lation to r m dy
u ·h d f ct. in the exi tino- la w i ab olutely nece ary, and the attenti n f
gr ' i. riou:ly and earn . t ly in vit d to the con id ,ration
of tbi
Th
whi ·h
th '
r

:uhj
w rl-

t.

f ci iliz tio1 will b
. ball 1 fine a. far a p
ibl th r la i n b tween thi rac and
v mm n whi h . b 11 furui h anth rity i r enforcino- the rd r
ui iti u f a"' nt. which h 11 be uffi ient to puui ' h Indi 11
f r ·rim a ·ain
a h th r n 1 a ain t whit p pl where er · m.
ilt 1, au ~bi h he 11 al
iufli t
puni:11m nt up n white
p pl wh
t fo ian
mmit
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INDIAN CITIZENSHIP.

The time has arrived when some general law regulating Indian citizenship is, in my judgment, indispensable. Occasionally, treaty-stipulations with Indian tribes are expiring, among whom is found a greater
or less degree of civilization. This compels the Department to deter·
mine the status of such Indians in regard to citizenship. There are
also many wl10 desire to separate from their tribes, adopt the habits and
customs of civilized life, and become citizens.
It must al.so be borne in mind that by our treaties with Mexico we
acquired, with the territory then obtained, a large number of Indians.
These are, for the most part, Pueblo or Mission Indians, and in either
case are to some extent civilized, They are peaceable, inoffensive, and
industrious. Before being attached to the United States, many of them
were under the care and instruction of Roman Catholic · priests. It is
claimed that our treaties with Mexico guaranteed these Indians citizenship, because, as is asserted, they were citizens of Mexico previous to
the treaty attaching them to this government. They have, however,
never been recognized as citizens by the department, but have been
treated like other Indian tribes. They have accepted assistance,
received agents, and come under the general s.vstem of management
applied to other Indians of the United States. Hence, the Department
has experienced a difficulty in declaring them citizens, by which,
among other things, they would become entitled at once to the benefits
of our homestead-laws. I am inclined to the opinion that a large 1mmber of these Pueblo and Mission Indians are sufficiently intelligent,
well-disposed, and tndnstrious to be allowed at once to become citizens,
under such conditions and restrictions as Congress may deem it wise to
impose. Some of the difficulties herein alluded to will be remedied
should Congress adopt the recommendation made in another part of this
report in favor of extending, conditionally, the hoiliestead-laws to the
Indian population; but the entire subject needs such additional legislation as will comprehend tbe whole question and provide the necessary
conditions upon compliance with which Indians may become citizens.
CAT1.'.A.R.A.UGUS .A.:ND .ALLEGANY I:NDIAN RESERV .A.TION .

This reserrntion, Rituated in the State of New York, is encumbered
by a claim of a "privilege of pre-emption," known as the right of the

.Ogden 1:Jand Company. This claim has been the cause of considerable
embarra srnent and great annoyance., and its extinguishment by suitable
legi lation is very desirable, in order to prevent the future agitation of
the quei;;tion touching the removal of the Indians from the reserv-ation.
KIOWA., CO:)I.A.NCHE, CHEYENNE, AND A.RAP A.HO TRIBES.

1\-fararn.ling and predatory parties belonging to these tribes have given
the Department serious trouble by their frequent unlawful incursions
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into Texas, and rendered a resort to military force necessary. Expeditions, under direction of the proper· officers of the Army, have successfully operated against such parties, severely punishing the offenders.
The Department is advised that the campaign is drawing to a close, and
that these Indians will be brought under complete subjection. In the
opinion of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, so long as they remain
upon the borders of the plains where game is accessible, their disposition to lead a roving life cannot easily be overcome. He recommends
that measures be adopted for their removal to a tract of country to be
procured from the Cherokees, Choctaws, and Chickasaws, where the
effort of the Government to promote their adYancement can be more
succe sfully prosecuted. I fully concur with the views of the Commissioner iu relation to this subject.
l\IODOCS.

An agreement was effected with the Eastern Sha,wnees, dat<'<l ,Tune
23, 1874, which secured a tract of land as a permanent home for tbe
Modoc Indians in the India,n Territory. It is desirable to coufi.rm this
agreement so tllat the title to the land may be bel<l iu trust by 1tlrn
United States for the J\fodocs.
It will be remembered that tuese Mo<locs were transferred from the
Pacific coa t aftel' the termination of what is known as the Modoc war.
Their t1ibal relations were destroyed, and they were taught lJy tl.lis
extingui. hment of their nationality that they could uot pursue their
barbarou practice and escape punishment. 'fhis example, I think, will
hav:i a alutary influence upon other tribes; certainly, it i prorlucing
good r ult among the fodocs themselves, and it is grati(ying to ue
able to ay that they are acceptiug the ·ituation aod conforming to tile
r uirement. of the Government with great facility, and are in e'i'ery
way rapidly improving their condition.
The contract with the hawnee , before referred to, will be submitted
t ongr · · for approval, aml it i · hor ed that it will lJe ratitied without
l lay.
OMAHAS AND WINNEBA.GOE .

Omaha tribe, on tlrn 3t t Julj·, 1 74, ceded to the
in trn. for the \ Vi11 n

cl y thi
i n f I ugr . :, al tt r wa a<ldr
nate ' mmit e n In lian Affair. , inviting atten-
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tion to the condition of the freedmen of the Choctaw and Chickasaw
Nations. This letter recommended the extension to these freedmen of
the privileges of full citizenship among the Choctaws and Chickasaws,,
and expressed briefly the reasons for such recommendation. The
oppressed condition of these freedmen, as well as their habits of industry
and their general good behavior, induce me to invite the attention of
Congress, through you, to this subject, and to repeat the recommendations contained in the letter referred to.
TREATY WITH SIOUX INDIANS.

This treaty, concluded April 29, 1868, (15 Stat., 639-640,) may
be regarded as llaving laid the foundation for the civilization of the
wild and intractable Sioux tribes. The sixteenth article of this.
treaty stipulates that the country north of the North Platte River
and east of the summits of Big Horn Mountains shall be considered
as uncedecl Indian territory; that no white person shall be permitted
to settle upon or occupy any portion of the same, or, without the consent of the Indians first obtained, to pass through the same. A large
portion of the territory embraced within this provision is in the State
of Nebraska, and tLe time has arrived when it should be open to settlement and ·cultivation by the white man. It is not needed for Indian
purpose~, nor is it desirable that it should be longer considered and
behl as unceded Indian territory. The eleventh article of the same
treaty secures, to the Indians who were parties to it, the right to hunt .
on any lands north of the North Platte and on the Republican Fork of
the Smoky Hill River, so long as the buffaloes range thereon in such
numbers as to justify the chase. It is not believed that buffaloes range
any longer on the territory thus described in numbers sufficient]y large to
justify the chase, nor is it desirable that these Indians should longer
enjoy the privilege of bunting buffaloes within this territory. To effect
a modification of this treaty with the consent of the IndiansJ a commission was appoint~d to negotiate with them for the relinquishment
of these rights and privileges. The same commission were charged with
the duty of finding, if possible, a new location for the Whetstone or
Spotted Tail agency. Various causes have arisen to retard the succe ful prosecution of the first duty assigned to these commissioners.
1t i believed, however, that with the aid of an appropriation made by
Congre ' S at, the last se sion, to be u ed in inducing the Indians to.
con ent to the modification of the two articles of the treaty before
referred to, their consent will yet be obtained. It is probable that in.
trict law the Indians have forfeited their right to hunt as secured by
the term of the treaty, by their frequent violation of its stipulations.
It i. better, however, that the treaty should be ·modified with the conent of the Indian than to ha,ve it done by the decision of the Department, to which tliey may not willingly consent.
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The most numerous, warlike, and uncivilized Indians are the Sioux,
who inhabit tile Territory of Dakota. The efforts to l>riug them upon
reservations, though attended with difficulty, have, to a great extent,
been successful. The Sioux, excepting two bands, have been enrolled
.at eleven agencies, where they receive subsistence. Those not enrolled
are frequently troublesome, making predatory visits to agencies to pro-cure food, where their presence and conduct tend to demoralize those
who, in compliance with the wishes of the Government, have remained
permanently at their respective localities. The unproductive soil an<l the
severity of the winter-season in Dakota and Montana seriously em l>arrass all attempts to improve the condition of the Indians by agricultural
labor or stock-raising in those Territories. Their attention has been
invite l to the Indian Territory, where both climate and soil are so
favorable for the prouuction of everytJling necessary to sustain and
make them comfortable. The effort, however, to induce them to occupy
a portion of said Territory has thus far been unsuccessful. Time,
1 think, will ultimately overcome their objections, as well as their naturally trong attachment to the location of their ancestors.
The Indian belonging to the Sioux agencies along the Missouri River,
where good land is to be found, have already been induced to make
fair beginning in the cultivation of the soil, and; b,y manual labor, will
gradually improve their condition and become self.sustaining.
Th experiment of proviuing Indians, partially civilized, with stockeattle ha b en tried during the past year at some of the agencies, and
th re ult ha fully met the expectations of the Department. Application have been made by Indian of other agencies to be similarly provi l d and a compliance with this request I deem advisable.
Tb Sioux located near the Mi souri will, by the means.now employed
for b ir improvement, in the opinion of the Oommis ioner of Indian
:ffair , oon reach a condition of civilization that will no long r make
th ir proximity to white ettlement a cau e of apprehen ion. The
untry occupi d by them, howe r doe not contain ufficient re, ources
f r th upply fall th ir want , and they inn t, for some time to come,
, rnm nt, to a rtain extent at 1 ast, for aid. It mu t
r 1 upon th
ob r, d tba u h a r lian e i in it elf an impediment to their proin ci ilizc i n an h nc
be importance of removing th e
r at numb r of ioux in Montana an l D akota,
a w 11 a
the Indian T rrit ry at the earlie t po , ible mon
wholly. If- u taining.
ill
AND NEBR.A.SK.A..

f ludian
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tbe provisions of the act of June 10, 1872, relating to the Nebraska landsr
further legislation is necessary, and such reeommendations will be made
to Congress, at the ensuing session, as are considered desirable on this
s ubject.
COl\E\iISSIONS.

The legislation of Congress at the last session required the appointment of commissioners to visit different sections of the· country to investigate varions matters pertaining to Indian affairs. Their several reports.
are em braced in the report of the Commissioner, and attention is invited
to them.
BLACK HILLS.

The military reconnaissance of the Black Hills country was regarded
by the Indians as a violation of their treaty, and produced a turbulent.
feeling among them. Its objects, however, were peaceably accomplished.
Extravagant statements concerning the mineral wealth of this country
created great excitement among the people, and exploring parties were·
organized for the purpose of prospecting the country. Subsequent
information establishes the fact that no evidence of valuable mineral
deposits was furnished, and that the lands in that region are undesirable
for cultivation and settlement by white men. Notwithstanding this,,
organized parties have attempted to explore it, and have been attacked
and repulsed by the Indians. It is apprehended that efforts will be
made to induce legislation for the extinguishment of the Indian title t0,
the Black Hills country, and to bring the land into market. It is hoped
that such efforts will be without success, because of the general unfitness
of the country for settlement, and because any attempt to dispossess
the Indians, at present, of a region of country upon which they located
for security against the encroachments of the white man would meet
with violent and determined resistance.
AGENCY IN THE BLACK HILLS.

'.Iheestablishmentof an agency in the Black Hills country was recommended during the last session. Subsequent events have demonstrated
the propriety of this recommendation and the necessity for such an
agency in order to enable the Department to provide for the Sioux
known as the wild and non-treaty Indians. Such an agency will do,
more to prevent their predatory incursions to the agencies now estabJi hed, and to check their inclination to depredate upon white settlements, than any other measure which has presented itself to the consideration of tho e in charge of this subject.
I de ire to invite pecial attention to the full and able report of the
Commi ioner of Indian Affairs, which presents in detail the operations.
of the Indian Bureau during the past year, and the general management of
the variou tribes of Indians under the charge of the respective superin~
ten<l nt and a O'ent , to whose reports the Co~missioner refers for "flat-
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tering e idences of advancing civilization among nearly all the different
tribe , and a growing general disposition to peace and good-will toward
the Government."
The Commis ioner has classified the Indians as follows: First, wild and
refractory tribes, who are only attracted to Indian agencies by the subsi tence furni heel by the Government; second, those who appreciate
the necessity for manual labor, and are willing to follow the ad vice of
the Government, and receive instruction from agents in the work of
.civilization; and, third, those who hold lands and own stock and implement pertainino· to the various branches of agriculture. In regard to
the first cla s, the Department has gratifying eyidcnce that during tlrn
pa t year they have submitted, to a great extent, to the infll\ence
intended to reclaim them. Hostile Indians, owing to the presence of
troop at various agencies, and to the effective milit.ary operations
again t them, have become submissive, and this fact, added to the dissensions exi ting among themselve.s, will, in the opinion of the Commisioner, render the occurrence of a general Indian war impossible. It is
not anticipated, therefore, that the employment of so large a military
force as has been required during the past year will be necessary hereafter. Indian embraced in the second class are generally abandouing
their barbarous customs and yielding 'to civilizing fofluences. Their
number has during the year been largely increased. The hope is there£ re ent rtained that their condition will rapidly improve, provided
ongr
hall legi late in their behalf so as to continue the present policy. The third cla embraces tribes recognized as civilized Indians,
who have been ai<led in attaining th ir present condition by direct moral
iuflu nee and r ligiou iustruction .
INDIAN 'l'ERRITORY.

tt ntion i
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bly something like obedience may be secured in this wa,y, if nothing
better be suggested; but without some legislation in this direction the
condition of things must necessarily continue to grow worse with each
succeeding year. Excursions of white men into this country, in order
to de.predate upon the property of Indians, stealing and carrying off
ponies and cattle, are very frequent, and yet there is no authority adequate to the prevention of such crimes.
Tllis subject is of such vital importance to the work of Indian civilization as to constrain me to express myself as strongly in favor of immediate action by Congress as propriety will permit.
BOA.RD OF INDIAN COMMISSIONERS.

This board llas not yet made its annual report, and I am, therefore,
unable to :refer in detail to its operations during the past year. As soon
as the report shall have reached me, copies will be duly transmitted to
the Executive an¢!. to the proper committees of each branch of the
national legislature. I have no doubt of the efficiency and fidelity with
which all the members of the board have co-operated with the Department in the work assigned to them, and take pleasure in saying that it
is a source of encouragement and strength to feel assured that the
Department will have, in the future, the benefit of their advice and
co-operation.
PUBLIC LANDS.
During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1874, public lands were disposed of as follows:
Acres.

Cash sales ................•........................................• 1,041,345.46
133,160.00
Military-warrant locations .......................................... .
Homestead entries .....................................••............ 3, 518, 81)1. 63
Timber-culture entries ................••................•............
803,945.47
112,932.98
Agricultural-college scrip locations ................................ .
202,187.91
Approved to States as swamp ....................................... .
Certi tied to railroads ..................................... ~ ......... . 3,264,314.42
57,921.11
Certified for wagon-roads .......................................... ~.
114,289.18
Certified for agricultural colleges ................................... .
Certified for common schools ........................................ .
69,899.84
Certified for universities ............................................ .
64,636.52
Approved to tates for internal improvements ....................... .
134,986.70
ioux half-breed scrip locations .................................... ..
720.00
Chippewa half-breed scrip locations ............................. ... ..
11,671.71
Total.........................................................

9,530,872.93

a quantity le by 3,499,733.94 acres than that disposed of the preceding
year.
The ca h receipt were 2,469,938.50, a sum less by $938,577 than that
received the preceding year.
During the year 29,492,110.43 acre were urveyed, making, with the
quantity previou ly urveyed, 649,393,052 acres, and leaving yet to be
surv y <1 1,185,605,348 acres.
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It is worthy of notice that the diminution in the aggregate quantity
of lands disposed of the last fiscal year, as compared with the year
before, is found chiefly in the amount certified to railroads; 3,264,314.42
acres in the year ending June 30, 187 4, against 6,083,536.57 acres in
that ending June 30, 1873. Nearly a million acres were entered under
the timber act, which augurs well for the now treeless prairies of the
West. The entries under this and the homestead act exceed by over
ba1f a million acres like entries during the preceding year. Such entries,
being made for actual u. e, arc the surest criterion of the progress of the
country.
TIMBERED LANDS.

I invite special attention to the well-considered and judicious observations of tlie Oommi sioner of the General Land-qffice touching the
present . ystem of di po ing of tim bereu lands, or, as he terms them,
'' pine land .''
· The rapid de truction of timber in this country, and especially that
which is found on the public lands, is a source of great solicitude to all
persons who have given thesubjectany consideration. If this destruction
progre ses in the future as rapiuly as in the past, the timbered lands of
the Govel'nment will soon be denuded of e,erything that is valuable,
Effective legi lntion protecting the e lands from such waste is absolutely nece , ary, and cannot longer be neglected ,,ithout serious injury
to the public intere t . Tlrn proper limit of this report forbid the
introduction of uch tati.'tic as mig·ht easily be furui. heel establishing
beyond controver y the correctne of thi statement.
Tile recommendation of the Oommi ·ioner are, that pine and fir land
hall not be ubj t to entry under the pre-emption and homstead laws;.
that a y t m of uryey be devi eel by wbicb the quantity of pine and
:fir tirub r on each malle t uudivi ion of a ectiou may b e at least
cl . ly apr roximated · that an immediate exploration by experts of the
un un- yed portion of tbo
tat
and Territories known to contain
pine and fir timber be rna<l , with a ,iew of a certaining the geographi al . ituation of u ·h di tri t ; tbat the report of such explorations.
b £ llowe~l hy imm <liat ury y , apprai em nt , proclamation , and
al . at not l
tb, n tlle apprai , d value, and for ca h only.
<l r th law 110w in force£ r th cli O"ition of public lan<ls, it is
<liffi ult if no impo ible, t obtain more tban the minimum price ( 1.25
p r acr ') fi r land h we r valuable. Wh n timb re<l lan<l, are adv rti ·e fi r al pl'frat par ie. , cl irin rr to I urcha , mak such arrangern ut au 1 c mbina i u.· a. t pr v n c mp tition · hence the lan<ls if
li:p d of at all, are 1 a th minimum wh n offer l1 at public ale,
an 1 if 11 t th n 1d, ar imm li t 1 · nt r d at the miuimum overnm nt I ri e by n ·h arti . Tli m t ff ctual mean of preventing
the ·e pr ·tic i in m ju Jrrment, t a pt he u«g :tion of th
omr r gar liner th urY · an l < ppr, i al of tb . laud.-, and when
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they are offered. at public or private sale to make the appraised value
their minimum.
These observations are intended to apply to all the timbered lands
owned by the Government, embracing the pine lands east of the Rocky
Mountains, and the pine, fir,. and redwood lands on the Pacific coast.
Unless some other system to attain the same object more effectually
and satisfactorily can be devised, I commend these suggestions to the
favorable consideration of Congress, feeling confident that great benefit to the country will result from their adoption.
The propriety of so amenq.Jng the homestead act as to permit citizen
Indians to avail themselves of its provisions has been discussed and
strongly r~commended by the Commissioner of the General Land-Office.
I fully concur in the opinion expressed by that officer on this subject,
and my reasons for this are found at length in this report, under the head
of "Indian Affairs."
I would respectfully commend to the favorable consideration of Congress the suggestions of the Uommissioner concerning the expediency of
repealing the law which requires claimants of confirmed private landclaims to defray the expense of the survey of their claims; concerning the consolidation of the homestead and pre-emptions laws; and concerning the urgent necessity of reorganizing and increasing the clerical
force of his Office.
SAN JU.AN .AND OTHER ISLANDS.

Pursuant to the authority vested in you by the first section of the act
approved on the 20th of June last, you appointed, on the 23d of Septern ber last, a commissioner to make and report to this Department a
list of all British subjects who, on the 15th day of J·une, 1846, were in
the occupation of land, lawfully acquired, within the limits which were
the subject of the award of His Majesty the Emperor of Germany,
together with a description of the land actually occupied by each at
said date; Instructions for the guidance of the commissioner in the performance of his duties have been prepared and forwarded to him. ..A.t
the last session of Congress an appropriation of $1,000 was made to
meet the expenses of this commission. This: sum, it is believed, will
prove to be entirely inadequate. This commission is an ,important
one. It wm consume considerable time and require the necessary em~
ployment of much clerical labor in order to Qollect and record the evidence touching the rights of such persons as shall claim lands under the
award made by His Majesty the Emperor of Germany. I therefore
recommend such additional appropriation as, in the judgment of Oongres , may be deemed necessary, suggesting that, in the opinion of the
Department, the further sum of $1,500 will at least be required.
PA.TENTS.
The operations of the Patent-Office during the year ending Septem ber 3 , 1 74, how. a large increase over those of the preceding year.
2 I
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The number of applications, inclusive of re-issues and designs, wa
21,077, of which 13,545 were allowed; 229 applications for · extension
were :filed, of which 208 were granted, and 2,680 patents were allowed, but
not is ued, on account of failure to pay the final fees. Six hundred and
ninety-six applications for trade-marks and labels have also been filed,
of which 583 were granted registration. The total amount of fees
received was $721,111.35, and the total expenditures were $694,075.72,
leaving a balance of $27,035.63, a sum greater by $24,858.60 than that
of the preceding year.
The Commissioner is of opinion that the prompt publication in the
Official Gazette of abstracts of an patents issued bas resulted in preventing many fruitless applications for inventions alread~ patented,
by giving to the public accurate information as to the character of
the patents granted. The yearly volumes of the Patent-Office reports have heretofore contained only an index of the patents issued
<luring the year covered by the report, and, consequently, a great deal
of perplexing and often ineffectual labor in searching for pa.tents has
been rendered necessary. Tli remedy this, the Commissioner has, during the pa t two years, caused an accurate general index to be prepared
of all patent issued from the year 1790 to 1873 inclusive. This index
will be publi hed in two sets, one containing the subject-matter of the
1>at nt and the other the name of the inventor or patentee.
The r production of drawings, old and new, in the Patent-Office, so
far a th work is completed, has resulted in great advantage to person
bavin°· bu ine ~ before it, and to the courts, as well as in a saving of
at 1 •a 't 20 per cent. in the labor of the examining corps. The Commision r r commends a special annual appropriation of at least $100,000,
for tw or three years, for the purpose of :finishing the reproduction oi
old drawing . If this work shall be completed, it is e timated that
tb ,·al , of copies will soon re-imburse the Treasury, and subsequently
be a ource of revenue. Without thi appropriation, a considerable
in r a · in tbe force of the Office -will l> reguir d. Sho\1ld it be made,
how , er, the pre ent xamining corp will probably suffice for many
. , ar . 'Ihi r ommendation ha· the unqualified approbation of the
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The Commissioner again invites attention to the immediate necessity
for additional room for his Office, as the space allotted to it is entirely
iuadequate. The increasing business of the Patent-Office has, in the
last few years, so crowded the building as to seriously embarrass the
proper discharge of its duties. The files, models, and drawings of the
Patent-Office must of necessit.Y be kept in such condition as to be easy
of access, but, at present, great inconvenience is ~xperienced by the
public as well as by the ernployes of the Office from' the want of room
in which to arrange such files, &c., for convenient reference and examination.
PENSIONS.
The statistics furnished by the report of the Commissioner of Pensions indicate that the maximum number of pensioners on the bounty of
the Government has probably been reached. This conjecture is based
upon the fact of a decrease, during the last fiscal year, of 2,170 names
in the roll of pensioners, whereas, during the seven fiscal years immediately preceding, the roll was steadily increased at an average annual
rate of 16,000 names. On the 30th of June, 1873, the names of 238,411
p ensioners were borne upon the roll, and during the ensuing year 10,496
names were added thereto, and 12,656 dropped therefrom, for various
causes, leaving 236,241 names on the roll June 30, 1874, whose annual
pensions aggregate the sum of $26,254,071.10. Of this number 10~,457
were Army invalids, and 107,516 Army widows and dependent relatives,
a total of 209,973 Army pensioners ; 1,551 Navy invalids, and 1,785
Navy widows, &c., a total of 3,336 Navy pensioners; and 17,620 survivors, and 5,312 widows of the war of 1~12; a total of 22,932 pensioners of t,he war of 1812; in all 236,241. The net decrease during
the year in the number on the rolls is 2,170, as before stated, while the
net d ecrease in the annual aggregate payment is only $5,645.13. This
seemingly inadequate amount is explained by the fact that many pensions h a ve been increased during the year pursuant to recent legislatiou.
During the last fiscal year there were examined and allowed 30,133
Army pension-claims, of which 5,758 were for invalid pension, 8,063 for
increased pension to invalids, 3,051 for pension to widows, dependent
relatives, &c., 12,932 for increased pension to widows, &c., and 329 for
restoration; 734 Navy pension-claims, of which 196 were for invalid
pension, 126 for increased pension to invalids, 107 for pension to widows,
dependent relatives, &c., 286 for increased pension to widows, &c., and
19 for restoration ; and 1,384 claims for pension of survivors and
widows of soldiers in the war of 1812, of which 813 were of the latter
class ; making a total of 32,251 claims, adjudicated at an aggregate
annual rate of $1,856J986.
T h e following amounts were paid on account of pensions during said
year: T Army invalids, $10,853,367.86; to Army wido,ys and dependent relative , $16,993,835.95; to Navy invalids, 174,185.36; to Navy
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widows, &c., $367,511.04; to survivors of the war of 1812, $1,588,832.95: <
and to widows of soldiers in said war, $616,016.40 ; making a total
amount, including the expenses of disbursements, of $30,593,749.56,
which is an increase of $1,408,459.94 over the amount paid the preceding year. The Commissioner is of opinion that the disbursements to
invalid pensioners will, for the current fiscal year, differ little in amount
from those of the last year, but anticipates a considerable reduction in
the payments to widows and minor children.
At the close of the year there were on file unadjusted 61,660 pension
claims, of which number 27,114 were for invalid pension; 33,026 those
of widows, dependent relatives, &c., and 1,520 of survivors and widows
of soldiers of the war of 1812. This is an actual increase, during the
year, of 6,113 pending (or unadj udicated) claims; but, in order to reconcile
an apparent discrepancy between these figures and those given in the
last annual report of the Department, an explanation is necessary.
During several years past many applications for pension, which batl
been placed on the files of rejected and abandoned claims, have been
ncluded in the reports of the Commissioner of Pensions to this Department among the number of pending claims, but it has been deemed proper
to regard, now and hereafter, such claims as belonging to the rcjectetl
class, for it is believed that very few of them will ever be called up for
prosecution. These claims are, therefore, omitted in the present report,
and the :figures above given (61,660) accurately state the number of
pending claims on the 30th of June last.
At the close of the year there were borne on the roll the names of
410 widows of soldiers in the revolutionary war, and of 1, 57 widow
and children of soldiers who s rved in wars ub equent to the Revolution,
excepting that of 1812 and prior to the late rebellion.
During the last :fi cal y ar 234 bounty-land warrants were issued for
35,640 acre., being 16,520 le s than the numb r of acre issued for the
preceding year. Th re are now upon the file of the Pension-Office
a out 1 ,OOO u p nded claim £ r bounty-land, of which number only
35 were pro ecut d during the year. The Commis ioner states that,
in hi j ulgment, the exi t nee of o large a number of suspended
claim for b unty-laud t n l to the fabrication oft stimony by un crupulou parti , £ r the purpo e of ecnring the allowance of claim
which ar inaclmi , il>le upon the evidence filed. The latest act of
ogre gran ing bounty-land ha been in force for nearly t'1en ~y
y r , a uffici nt p riocl within which all who are entitled thereto houlcl
ha e availed th m el es of it provi ion . There is no exi ting legal
limitation during which proof in upport f uch claims mu t be filed,
and h nee it cannot be aid that a claim for bounty-land i rej cted
l . the r cord-evidence is incontrovertibly adver e to its admi ion.
may be di allowed, but th claimant is at liberty to file additional
timon - at any ime aud haYe th claim re-opened. The e claim are
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consequently termed" suspended," no better word having been suggested
to express their exact condition.
I therefore recommend that, by appropriate legislation, a limited
period be prescribed during which the several acts of Congress granting
l>ou nty-land shall remain in force. Such legislation would, I am satisfied, work no injustice to those who may have just and equitable claims,
aud would render impossible those fraudulent practices which are,
under existing laws, so difficult of detection and prevention.
The medical diYision has rendered ,~aluable service in solving the .
rnrious medical questions that arise in the adjudication of claims for
pension, and i_n examining and revising the certificates of examining
surgeons, in order that the disab.Uities described therein may be equitably ra.ted. The roster of examining surgeons, now numbering 1,440, is
constantly undergoing changes with a view to greater efficiency in its
co mposition, and the efforts of the medical referee to insure among its
numbers a more intelligent apprehension of their duties have met
with marked success, the general character of their certi:fi.cat·es being
m uch improved as compared with former years. The Commissioner is
of opinion that the present scale of fees allowed by law for an e.xamination by a surgeon is inadequate to secure the necessary medical
ability for this branch of the service. He recommends, therefore, that,
by appropriate legislation, the fee for an ordinary examination be fixed
at $3, and for one requiring special skill, the use of scientific appliances 7
&c., at $5.
Important service in the detection and preventing of fraud upon the
Government has been performed by special agents of the Bureau, and
through their efforts a sum thrice as much as the appropriation made
for the purpose has been directly saved to the Trea,sury.
It is estimated that $30,500,000 will be required for the pension
ervice during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1876.
The Commissioner again invites attention to the necessity for a reorganization of the clerical force of his Office. The subject was referred
to in my last annual report, and is again recommended for favorable
eonsideration.
A. gratifying feature disclosed by the Commissioner's report, and one
to which special attention is invited, is that we have probably reached
the maximum number of pensions under existi11g legislation. This presumption is based upon the fact that, while the pension-roll has sustained
during everal years prior to June 30, 1873, an average annual increase
of 16,000 names, it was diminished by 2,170 names during the last fiscal
year. In addition to this fact, it is reasonable to infer that, of the unacljuclicated claims now on file, (although the number has been considerably increa ed during the year,) the proportion allowed will annually
dimini h, and that the rate of mortality among those now pensioned
mu t naturally increa e with each advancing year. It also appears
that the pen ion of 96,377 minor children, whose names are now on the
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rol1, will shortly cease. The Commissioner's report shows that, of thi
number, the pensions of 8,512 expire during tbe present calendar year;
15,917 will expire in 1875; 17,fi39 in 1876; 18,306 in 1877; 15,391 in
1878; and of the remainder, 20,712, will terminate soon afterward.
These facts and considerations justify the opinion that the maximum
annual expern.liture for pensions has been reached, and that there will
be au annually increasing diminution therein.
EDUCATION.
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The favor with which the work of the Office is received by all laborers
and inquirers in the field of education furnishes the most satisfactory
etidence of their belief that the nation has something to do in the way
of aiding, though not controlling, the primary and most essential intere t of its citizens; and that this agency for the collection and dissemination of information in regard to the experiences, the successes, and
the failures of our many and diverse systems and me-thods should
recei V"e the favorable consideration and liberal support of Congress.
CENSUS.
The ,annual report of the Superintendent of the Census will contain
only a statement of the number and amount of claims against the United
States for services rendered in taking the eighth and ninth censuses
11hich have been adjusted and paid during the year; and, also, a copy
of a letter written by him on the 30th of January, 1874, relative to the
proposed census of 1875, a copy of which was transmitted by this Department, on the 3d day of the following month, to the sub-committee
on ~ensus of 1875 of the House of Representatives. The recommendations contained in the two last annual reports of this Department in
reference to such a census are respectfully renewed.
RAILWAYS.
The subscriptions to the stock of the Union Pacific Railroad Company amount to $36,783,000, of which $36~ 762,300 has been paid. The
receipts for the year ending 30th Ju!le, 1874, from the transportation of
passengers were $3,749,998.12 ; of freight, $5,672,724.01; and from miscellaneous sources, $824,038.03; total, $10,246,760.16. (These figures
include "amounts earned for, and withheld by, the United States, for
transportation of its passengers, freight, and mails.") The expense of
operating the road for the year has been $5,089,789.17, leaving net earnings $5,156,970.99. The entire cost of the road and fixtures to 30th June,
1874, was $112~427,277.46. The total bonded indebtedness of the company is shown to be $75,261,512, of which $27,236,512 is due to the
United States. The "floating debt" (not including the company's note
for 82,000,000, issued to the "Hoxie contract") is $2,234,873.62, and
'' sterling loans" £20,000.
The amount of stock of the Central Pacific Railroad Company subcribed is $62~(308,800, of which $54,275,500 has been paid. The receipts
for the year ending 30th June, 187 4, from transportation of passengers
were 84,389,718.52; and of freight, $7,638,773.93; total, $12,028:492.45.
The operating expenses of the road for the year were $4,816,082.40,
lea-dng net earnings to the amount of $7,212,410.05. At the close of
ail year the indebtedness of the company amounted to $85,673,181.75,
f which $27,855,680 was to the United States. This company embrace , by consolidation, (besides the original Central Pacific Company,)
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the Western Pacific, the California and Oregon, the San Francisco,
Oakland:and .Alameda, and the San Joaquin Valley Companies.
- On the 30th of October, 1869, a board of e~inent citizens, appointed
pursuant to a joint resolution of Congress, reported that the sum of
$2,162,750 would be necessary to supply deficiencies in the Central
Pacific and Union Pacific roads. Mr. Secretary Cox accepted their report and made it the basis of the adjustment of the land-grants to said
companies. He directed half the lands inuring to them under acts of
Congress to be withheld until these deficiencies should be supplieu.
Commissioners appointed during the current year have re-examined the
roads and reported the deficiencies supplied. Pursuant to your direction, Mr. Secretary Cox's order has been revoked, and the lands due
the companies will all be patented to them.
Stock of the Central Branch Union Pacific Railroad Company was
subscribed to the amount of $1,000,000, of which $980,600 was paid.
The reGeipts for transportation of passengers for the year ending
30th June, 1874, were $44,080.36; and for freight, $84,407.71; total,
$128,488.07. The actual amount expended on said road for the year is
$147,Dl8.43. The cost of the road and fixtures has been $3,763, 1'00.
The company's indebtedness (in addition to the first-mortgage bonds,
$1,600,000, and the Government loan, $1,600,000) is $308,966.96.
The amount of stock of the Kansas Pacific Railway Company subscribed is 9,992,500, and the amount paid in is $9,689,950. Total
amount of stock allowed by law, $10,000,000. The receipts for the
tran portation of passengers for the year ending 30th June, 1874, are
$1,363,000.00; for freight during tbe ame period, $1,082,0G0.69; miscellaneou earning , 64,184.50; total, $3,400,336.18. The cost of con·
struction and equipment of ix hundred and thirty-nine miles of main
line and thirty-thr e miles of branch line (six hundred and seventytwo mile ) has been 34,350,540.66. The total funded debt of the company i , 27,301,G , of which ..., 6,303,000 i due the United States,
Other liabilitie. · and indebtedn s , $3,12G,235.99; total, $30,427,835.99.
tock of the Si ux Uity and Pacific Railroad Company to the amount
of · 47 ,500 ha b en ub cribed, of which $1,791,400 has been paid
in. Th receipt f r the y ar endi11g 30th June, 1 741 from the transportation of pa
g r , were 4,022.85; of freight, 209,722.02; from
ex r , . 3,
; and from mi cel1an ous sources, $22,165.27; total,
310,810.L. Th xp nsf during tl1at period were $263,703.52, leavfog n t arnin<T
36,115.60. The iud l>te<lnes, of the company is
' 3 7 -1 . , f whi ·h 1,62 ,320 i. due to the Unit d States. This
at i nx ity I wa, and xtend to Fremont, Nebr.,
t th
nion Pacific Railroad, a di tance of 101. 77
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up to the end of said year, has been $125:043.40. The amount received
for transportation of passengers was $512,637.53; of freight, $536,050.58;
total, $1,048,688.11. The expenses of the road an<l its :fixtures for the
year were $478,647.48, leaving net earnings $570,040.63. The indebtedness of the company is $11,000,000. You accepted the :fifth section of
this road on the 9th of May last; and, on the 26th instant, an additional section of twenty miles, making the total number of miles accepted 160.26.
Stock of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Uompany~ to the amount
of $19,760,300, has been subscribed and paid in. The road is completed
from Pacific, Mo., to Vinita, Ind. T., a distance of three hundred and
twenty-seven and a quarter miles. The expense of additional equipment within the last fiscal year has been $726,665.63. The lease of the
Saint Louis, Lawren,ce and .Denver Railroad by- this company on the
29th June, 1872, for a period of nine hundred and ninety-nine years, has,
by mutual agreement, been canceled. The cost of the surveys to 30th
June, 1874, was $323,927.36. The amount received from passengers on
the Atlantic and Pacific division was $272,011.26; on the Pacific Railroad of Missouri and leased-lines division, it was $1,005,062.29; total,
81,277,073.55. The amount received from freight on the Atlantic and
Pacific division ;was $949,763.15; on the Pacific Railroad of Missouri
and leased-lines division, $2,665,498.17; total, $3,615,261.32; entire
receipts, $4,892,334.87. The cost of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad and :fixtures to 30th June, 1874, was $37,250,732.36. The running-expenses of the road from 30th June, 1873, to 30th June, 1874,
were $642,091.80, and the same expenses of tlle Pacific Railroad of
Missouri and leased lines during said period were $2,201,308.31; total'
expenses, $2,843,400.11. The indebtedness of the company is as follows= Bonded debt of the South Pacific Railroad Company, secured by
mortgage of lands assumed by this company, $7,190,000; Atlantic and
Pacific company's bonds, dated July 1, 1868, (twenty years,) $2,840,000;
same company's Central division :first-mortgage railroad and land-grant
bonds, dated November 1, 1871, $ 1,195,500; same company's Central
division land-grant bonds, dated November 1, 1871, $795,000; same
company's second-mortgage railroad an<l land-grantbonds, dated November 1, 1871, $1,189,500; same company's equipment bonds, dated June
27, 1873, $753,000; same company's 6 per cent. bonds, dated December
1, 1 73, $1,149,800; (and scrip outstanding, $513,946.81 ;) 6 per cent. income-bonds, dated December 1, 1873, $375,300; land-debentures, dated
January 1, 1874, $12,000; total bonded indebtedness, $15,500,100;
floating indebtedness, $2,478,029.82; entire indebtedness, $17,078,129.82,
A . .-et of cash debts due company, and securities other than of this
company, amounting to $1,861,431.29, on band.
~ tock of the Northe~n Pacific Railroad Company (as ~hown by last
repo1t) to the amount of 100,000,000 has been subscribed, and certificate for 20-,326 shares, of 8100 each, haYe been i sued. The main line
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of the road has been built and is now in daily operation from Du Luth,
on Lake Superior, westward to Bismarck, on the Missouri River, a distance of four hundred and :fifty mile8, and from Kalama, on the north si<le
of the Columbia River, in the Territory of Washington, northward to
Tacoma, on Commencement Bay, Puget Sound, a distance of one hundred and :fl.ye miles. The cost of the surveys of the lines of the road,
including necessary purchase of right of way, has been $1,108,893.75.
The extent of lines surveyed is 9,388 miles, and, in audition, 2,350 miles
of river reconnaissance. When the :final locations shall have been
made, the number of miles surveyed will be about 12,000, and the cost
of the surveys will aggregate about $1,500,000-equal to $125 per mile.
The company owns, by purchase, an equal half of the Lake Superior and
Mississippi Railroa<l, from Du Luth to the junction with the Northern
Pacific Railroad, a di tance of twenty-four miles. In 1873 the road was
definitely located west of Bismarck from the mouth of Heart River, a
tributary of the Mis ouri, to the mouth of Glendive Creek, a tributary
of the Yellowstone, a distance of two hundred and five miles. This
portion of the line ha been made ready for construction, and bids ha.ve
been received, after public notice, for clearing, grubbing, gradfog, anu
bridging the entire distance. The company's report states that it is safe
to estimate that the next two hundred. and five miles of roa<.l. west of
Bi marck can be constructed at a maximum cost of $20,000 per mile, if
paid for monthly and in ca h. The preci. e point at which the road will
cro the Mi souri River ha not yet been fixeu, but it i con 'idered afe
to a ume that a bridge can be erected, without O'reat co t, within two
mil s of and ab ve ]'ort .Abraham Liucola, at which point the river is
about 3,500 f t wid . We t of the mouth of Glendive Creek, and ea t
of th junction of the D r Lodge and lackfoot River , all in Montana T rritory, the lin ha not been d finitely fixed. The location will,
macl along and up the right ( outb) bank of the
bowev r, probably
Yellow tone a far a a point oppo ite the mouth of Porcupine Creek,
a cli tance of two bunclr d mil from the mouth of Gl ndive Creek.
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$28,847,600; :first-mortgage bonds, (sterling,) $1,250,000; bills payable,
$702,293.36; accounts payable, $7.5,442.20; bonds and scrip issued to·
funu interest, $683,304; total, $31,558,639.56. On the 1st December
last you accepted a section of 196.4 miles of this road, and on the 12th
of May of the present year a portion of 40.1 miles, making a total number of ;miles approved 529.41.
December 5 last I accepted the southern division of the Cairo and
Fulton Rai1road, (125.96 miles,) commencing at ·the Arkansas River,{Little Rock,) and ending at the Red River, (Fulton;) also, the first
twenty-five miles, lying immediately south of the boundary-line between
the States of Missouri and Arkansas.
The amount of stock of the Texas and Pacific Railway Company authorized by law is $50,000,000; capital stock issued: scrip-stock for
partial payments on account of subscriptions, $600,000; full-paid stock,
$1,000,000; total, $1,600,000. The indebtedness of the company is as
follows: first-mortgage 6 per cent. gold construction bonds issued,
$9,210,000; first-mortgage land-grant 7 per cent. currency bonds is- ·
sued, $9,251,000; floating debt, $2,207,444.45; debt of the Southern .
Pacific Railroad Company to the State of Texas, assumed by the Texas
and Pacific Company, $204,964.69; total, $22,473,409.14. The receipts
from the transportation of passengers for the year ending 30th June,
1874, were $269,488.86; of freight, $572,453.13; from express, $6,906;
United States mail, $14,318.63; from telegraph, $420.17; and from miscellaneous sources, $8,394.83; total, $871,981.62. The expenditures for
same period were: for conducting transportation, $184,973.22; motive
power, $172,133.51; maintenance of way, $239,794.07; maintenance of
cars, $54,357.06; general expenses, $39,474.56; total, $690,732.42; for
currentconstruct1on-improvingroad, widening gauge, ditching, grading,
&c.-$336:319.58. There are three hundred and twenty miles of this road
now in operation; one hundred and forty-six and nine-hundredths miles
(from Marshall to Dallas, Texas,) have been completed and accepted
since last report; one hundred and seven miles are graded, bridged, and
tied, ready for the iron. The company's assets are as follows: three
hundred and twenty miles of constructed and equipped road; one hundred and seven miles of partially constructed and eqnipped road; three
hundred and fifty miles of telegraph line, $20,708,986.63; accounts collectible, 73,4 1.77; supplies on hand, $138,990.78; cash on hand,$97,183;
total, $21,018,642.18. The road will extend from Shreveport, La., on Red
River, to San Diego, Cal., with a branch from Marshall, Texas, to Texarkana, there connecting with the Cairo and Fulton Railroad, and from
Texarkana, through Paris and Sherman, connecting with the main line at
Fort Worth. Over this route the surveys have determined that in an
en ·oeering and commercial point of view the line to be adopted is as
fi 11 w : Leaving Shreveport, the road runs almost due west through
addo Parj h, Louisiana, and through tlle counties of Harrison, Gregg,
"Gp bar, ·wood, Smith, Van Zandt, Kaufman, Dallas, and Tarrant, in
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Texas, passing through the towns of Marshall, Hallville, Longview,
Willow Springs, Gladewater, Hawkins, Mineola, Grand Sabine, Will's
Point, Elmo, Terrel, Forney, Mesqnitte, and Dallas, to Fort Worth, at
the junction of the West and Clear Forks of Trinity River, in Tarrant
County. The distance (by the company's line of route, as shown by
their report) from Fort Worth to San Diego is 1,457.64 miles; from
Shreveport to San Diego, 1,676.64 miles, and from Texarkana to San
Diego, 1,693.63 miles. In addition to the main line from Shreveport to
San Diego, the company have the Jefferson di vision, from Marshall to
the Transcontinental Division, at a point five miles west of Texarkana,
sixt,y-nine miles, (distance from Marshall to Texarkana, seventy-four
miles,) and the Transcontinental division, from Texarkana to Fort Worth,
two hundred and thirty-six miles.
The amount of stock of' the Denver Pacific Railway and Telegraph
Company, subscribed as authorized bylaw and paid in, is $4,000,000. The
receipts for the year ending June 30, 1874, for transportation of' passengers, were $165,910.71; of freight, $11~,462.74; miscellaneous earnings,
8,152.34; total, $286,525.79. The expenditures for the same time were
130,975.68, leaving net earnings $155,550.11. The cost of construction and equipment of the road to the date above stated was $6,4:93,800,
and the indebtedne s of the company to that <late was $2,706,223.63.
GEOLO IO L SURVEY.
In addition to the

tori

of the

nit d
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Which would show, Oil a large and uniform scale, the results of these SUr•
veys as they progress. This plan, after premising that the area to be
surveyed comprises the greater part of the arid region of the United
States, as well as the greater number of mining districts therein, pre·
scribed that the maps composing the contemplated atlas· should be on a
scale of sufficient magnitude to exhibit all the important geographical
and geological features of t\10 country explored. It was also deemed ad·
visable that the mapping should be on a uniform plan, in order that the
several parties working under the direction of this Departmei1t might
properly connect their work. The plan further provided that " general'"
maps should be prepared, on a scale of four miles to an inch, and that
the area to be rep1:esented on each sheet should be two and one-half
degrees in longitude by one and one-fourth degrees in latitude, and that
"special" maps or charts should be constructed on a larger scale whenever it might be found necessary for the purpose of properly represent·
ing mining districts, mineral, agricultural, pasture, or timber landst
or for other special purposes. 1\1:essrs. Hayden and Powell were instructed to conform to this plan, and to make such obser,vations, concerning the physical features of the country surveyed by them, as would be
necessary for the construction of such maps ; and, also, to obtain the
necessary information for the preparation of charts upon which should
be indicated the areas of grass, timber, and mineral lands, and such
other portions of the country as might be susceptible of cultivation by .
means of irrigation. They were also instructed to collect specimens of
mineralogy, Indian art, &c., in order to enlarge, as far as possible, the
collections of such articles now in the Smithsonian Institution, and
which are designed for exhibition at the Centennial .Exhibition of 1876~
The :first division of the survey under Mr. Hayden completed the unfinished work of the preceding season in the central portion of Colorado
Territory, and extended its operations westward over .that portion of
said Territory lying between the one hundred and eighth and one hundred and tenth meridians of west longitude. About eighteen thousand
square miles were surveyed, covering a section of country probably
more generally elevated above the sea-level than any other within the
borders of the United States. As an illustration of the uniforn;i great
elevation of extensive sections of this region, it may be mentioned that
one of the subdivisions of the survey, in exploring an area of nearly
three thousand square miles, was compelled to operate above the timberline (about 11,500 feet above the level of the sea) for over a month. The
nece sary materials have been collected for .constructing accurate maps
of the region surveyed, which will require for illustration six sheets or
maps of the physical atlas. Special attention was given to the mining
and agricultural resources of the country, and those portions of it
which can be redeemed by irrigation will be properly indicated on the
map . The San Juan mining region in southern Colorado was included
in the urvey, and over fifty mihes therein were properly located. :Many
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valuable specimens of ores, minerals, fossils, Indian art, &c., were
-collected. Numerous ruins of towns and dwellings of an extinct race
,of people which once inhabited the mesas and canons of western Colorado were found, and remarkable fortifications of hewn stone laid in·
mortar discovered in the sides of deep canons, many of which are situated a thousand feet vertically from the stream below. The structure of
these fortifications and <l wellings and the peculiar glazed pottery in
the vicinity indicate the existence of a people inhabiting this region
many centuries ago, who were much further advanced in the arts than
-any of the Indian tribes of the present day. The results of the work
of the past season will exceed in quantity and interest those of any
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surveys should be authorized, such an atlas would become, in time, of
intrinsic value, not only to the people at large, but to other nations.
In vj_ew of these and other considerations, I regard the moderate cofJt
of these surveys as more than compensated by the value of the information thereby obtained, and therefore cordially recommend a continu~
atiou of the United States geological survey of the Territories.
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK.
The remarks contained in my last annual report, in regard to the condition of the Yellowstone National Park and the necessity for an appropriation to enable this Department to provide for its proper government,
apply with equal force at the present time, inasmuch as no appropriation for the purpose has been made. During the year sever~1 additional
applications for permission to erect buildings, build roads, &c., have
been received, but no action upon any of them has been taken, for the
reasons given in said report, to which attention is respectfully invited.
The superintendent has submitted an estimate for an appropriation of
$100,000 for the purpose of enabling the Secretary of the Interior to
carry out the provisions of the act of l\farch 1, 1872, which set apart and
dedicated said park for the pleasure and benefit of the nation. This estimate was received too late to be included in the annual estimates of this
Department, but will be submitted to Congress at its approaching session. I trust that prompt action will be taken, in order that the wonders of the park may be preserved.
CAPITOL.
The architect, in his report, furnishes the details of various improvements made in the Capitol and tqe grounds surrounding the same during the last fiscal year. The ·buildings which, at the date of the last annual report, remained on the squares recently purchased for the extension of said grounds have been removed, an<l the architect recommends
tuat the space now occupied by temporary buildings, used as stables and
work-shops connected with the Capitol, be also removed. The Government having purchased laud north and south of the Capitol, partly for
sites for the stables, &c.? which are required for the accommodation of
the mail-wagons and horses employed by both Houses of Congress, the
architect urges the appropriation of a sufficient sum for the purpose of
erecting such stables. The lot purchased for engine-house and stables
has been graded, and the former building is now in process of erection.
The frame structure opposite the main eastern portico of the Ca,pitol,
for many years occupied by the architect, has been removed.
IMPROVE:MENT OF CAPITOL GROUNDS.

~

Congre. shaving provided for the improvement of the Capitol grounds
according to the plans and under the general direction of Fred. Law
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Olmsted," important changes have been made in that direction, in accordance with a general plan prepared by ]\fr. Olmsted. That portion
of the grounds lying east of the Capitol has been excavated, in order to
conform to the grades of the adjacent streets, the inferior trees having
been removed, and the more valuable lowered anu aujnsted in the places
designated for them.
The general plan of Mr. Olmsted provides for a court upon which all
the doors of the eastern front of the Capitol will open, and for carriage
and foot approaches to this court from each of the avenues a-.pd streets
that open on the l)Oundar_y of the grounds. The public thoroughfare.
heretofore dividing them are to be abolished. The treatment of tho e
portions of the surface which will not be occupied by roadways and other
necessary conveniences is designed to be very simple, with a view to
its perfect subordination in interest to the architectural design of the
Capitol. Artificial decoration will be applied to objects which serve a
distinctly useful puI'pose, and then only where, by their form anu position, they may be made to appear as attachments and supports of the
central structure. Ornamental objects of this class, though substantial
and elegant, will, with a single exception, be inconspicuous in a general
view. The exception proposed is uesigned to produce an effect of greater
strength and more tately proportion in the we tern base of the Capitol.
The pre ent building is set further out upon the hill-side than it would
have been had the d ign from the beginning contemplated so large a
structure, and the cant embankments faced with turf, by which it
deep ba ment and . foundation are concealed, have the effect of enhancing, rather than overcomin O'' thi defect of po ition. It is proposed
to ub titute a iugle t rrace 50 fe t wide, with upporting walls 10 feet
iii b ight, of the ame material and architectural character as the main
tructure, wllich, in a gen ral view, will apparently give greater proportionat h ight and breadth of ba e to the building than at present, alld
will al o impart t it h appearance of being seated more firmly on the
ummit of the bill.
Op rations have thu · far been limited mainly to the reduction of the
urface on the ea tern side of tll Capitol, which bas involved the r .
moval of 150, 0 cubic yards of material; the con traction of new sewthe laying of ga and wat r pip s, and the establishment of a. suitoil on then w urfac . The new roadway and walk on the ea, te he ve al.·o been graded, and the foundations of the road-b cl
P~EU I.A.TIC TUBE.
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attempt had been unsaccessfnl, and it appears that he has not yet succeeded in counecting the buildings before named in the manner stipulated in his contract. The architect of the Capitol reports that a tube
which works satisfactorily in the manner desired, bas been laid from the
Capitol to the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad track; that it would be impracticable to carry the tube over or under said track in the present
state of the grades in that locality; but that when North Capitol street
shall have been filled up to the proper grade, the tube can be successfully laid the whole distance required to connect said buildings. The
architect states that the contractor is ready to finish the work as soon
as the necessary grading of :North Capitol street bas been completed.
I do not feel at liberty, however, to express any opinion in regard to the
practicability of this undertaking.
BENEVOLENT INSTITUTiffNS.
INS.A.NE .A.SYL UM.

The number of patients in the Government Hospital for the Insane
during the year ending June 30, 1874, was 849, being 87 more than were
treated. the preceding year; 477 were from the Army and Navy; 73 were
pay-patients; 50 died, 80 were discharged as recovered, 28 as improved,
and 9 as unimproved, leaving under treatment at thaji date 682 patients,
a number exceeding by 62 that remaining at the same date of the preceding year. Of the whole nnmber treated during the year, 659, or
nearly three-fourths, and of t hose remaining under treatment at the
close, 526, or nearly four-.fif'ths, were males. During ~aid year 229
persons were admitted to the hospital, of whom 111 were from the Army
and Navy. Since the opening of the hospital, 3,597 persons, of whom
1,780 were native-born, have received treatment therein. The general
health of the hospital has been excellent.
Fifty acres of the Shepherd farm, from which the forest trees were
remo-ved during the late war, have been placed under cultivation during
the year. The expenditures for the last fiscal year amounted to $156,258.63, of which sum special appropriations, amounting to $46,712.22,
were expended in erecting a stock and hay barn, and in making various
improvements and repairs in the buildings and grounds of the hospital.
The um of 817,636.99 was received for board of private patients, and
-;2 255.74 from the sale of live-stock, &c. The products of the farm and
garden during the year were estimated to be worth $20,650.14, and the
live-stock, farm and garden implements, &c., belonging to the institution are -valued at 818,302.25. The board of visitors submit the following e. ti mates: ] or . upport of the hospital during the year ending June
30. 1 75,, 150,171; completing the river-wan, &c., $8,748; building coal,anlt, , """,500; general repair and improvements, $17,000; and for supplying the ho. pital with water from the Potomac aqueduct, $10,000; a
tQtal of , 18 ,419. The la t item, of $10,000, is regarded by the board
3 I
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of visitors as essential to the safety and welfare of the institution, in
view of the frequent scarcity and inferior quality of tlle water of the
AnacoRtia River, upon which the hospital is now mainly dependent.
DEAF .A.~D DU:U-IB .ASYLUlvI.

The operations of the Uolumbia Institution for the Deaf aud Dumb
during the past fiscal year haYe ucen conducted to the entire satisfaction
of the Department. One hundred and thirteen pupils received tuition
therein, of whom 59, representing twenty-one States and the District of
Columbia, were in the collegiate, aud 54 iu the primary department.
The course of study iu this institution is wl?ll adapted to afford to the
deaf and dumb much greater advantages in acquiring a good educatiou
than are usually at their command. The receipts of the institution
during the year were $1,953.39 in excess of the di.slmrsements.
In the year 1866 the sum of $600,000 was estimated as the co t of
completing suitable buildings and grounds for the institution. The
purchase of Kendall Green, which bas since been effected at a cost of
8S0,6U7.46, and wbicll was not contemplated in the original estimate,
make a total estimated co t of $680,607.46. Tl.le entire amount heretofore appropriated for the erectiou of building and the purchase of land,
iucluding the cost of Kendall Green, i ' $-154,645.33, being $2:.W,052.1:3
le. than the fir t e timate. As. mning that the sum of $125,000 ma,y
become neces ary to compl le the college building and provide for certain reqni ite alteration , the entir co.'t will be about $100,000 le, s limn
wa originally contemp1at d. I regard tbi.· favorable .·bowing as reflecting ·re<lit upon the man arr nient of the iu.'titution.
The e timate for then xt fi cal r ar are, in my jm1gmcnt, rea ouaule,
aud de rv tll favoraule con ·id ration of Oongre . A.mong them are
two it m to which I invit
pecial att ntion, viz: For continuing the
erection and fitting up of the lmiluiu rY, • of the in titutiou iu accordance
with plan . h retofor nbu1itt d to ongr · , . 75,000; and for the improy meut an 1 car of th ground · thereof, 4,000.
COL "'C nnA HO "PIT.AL l <O R WOMEN.
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quarters connected therewith. Of these, 206 were admitted during the
ye_a r; 50 were relieved; 117 were cured; 69 died, an<l 301 remained under treatment at the close of the ,-year.
In addition to the inmates of the hospital ancl orphan asylum, there
are 64 aged freed-people who reside in tliis District and who are supplied by the hospital with rations, medicines, medical attendance, and
clothing. Most of these were formerly slaves on the Arlirigton estate,
and came into this District upon the breaking up of the Freedmen's
Village Asylum. The surgeon-in-chiP;freports that the greater number of
tbe patients now in the hospital are so helpless, either from bodily
infirmity or from extreme old age, that they will require to be supported,
from some source, during the remainder of their lives.
PUBLIC DO0U:.\1.ENTS.
There were received at this Department, for . distribution, rluring the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1874, the following documents, viz:
From the Congressional Printer :
House and Senate documents .... _..............••... . ........................
Wallace's Reports of the Supreme Court, vol. 17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
\Vallace's Reports of the Supreme Court, vol. 18 ...... ...... ...... ...... .....
Report on the Acrididoo of North America ...... ··---·........................
Report on the Extinct Vertebrate Fauna . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Report on the Flora of Colorado . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . .
Dr. F. V. Hayden's sixth annual report ................... _............ .. . . . .
Dr. F. V. Hayden's first, second, and third ann ual reports ........... _.. . . . . . . .
Miscellaneous publications of the United States geological survey .. _........ _.
United States Official Register, 1873.................... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •

50, 580
300
300
2,000
2, 000
2, 000
2,900
3,000
1,000
1,500

From the Department of State:
Pamphlet Laws, first session Forty-third Congress. ..........................

250

From Messrs. Little, Brown & Co. :
Pamphlet Laws ............................... . ............................ 11,000
Total number of volumes received ....... _.......... _. _.......... _.... i6, 330

The e documents were distribnted as soon as practicable after their
reception, in accordauce with legal provisions relating thereto.
The expense nec~ssari1y connected with the packing and distribution
of so great a number of public uocuments will require a larger appropriation than the last, which has been fouucl inadequate for the purpose.
The reports relating to the geological survey of the Territories, under
the upervi ion of Dr. H ayden, are in large request. I regard the continuation of the publication of the e reports in numbers sufficient to
meet area onable demand as very desirable. They embody the results
of careful in ve. tigation, and are the be t, and often the only, sources of
information concerning those portions of our country to which they refer.
I be()' al o to call your special attention to the stati ti cal atlas of the
~nited tate. , compiled l>y Prof. F. A. Walker, from the census reports
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made since the establishment of the Government. This atlas is reg·arued
by many who have examined it as one of the most valuable of recent
publications, containing, as it does, a vast amount of statistical information which cannot elsewhere be obtained, except by a large expenditure
of time and money, and presented in such a way as to be readily com·
prehended by all. Many requests for this atlas have already been
received, although only two of the three parts in which it is to be published have yet been issued.
Asprovision was made for the distribution of only six: hundred copie ·
by this Department, the supply will be very quickly exhausted. I would,
therefore, respectfully snggest that an a.ppropriation be ma<le for additional copies.
~E\Y JAIL.
Tim act of Congress apprornd June 1, 1872, which provided for the
construction of a jail for the District of Columbia, created a board of
commissioners, three in number, with full power to carry out the provisions of the act of July 25, 1866, which originally authorized the contruction of such a jail. This board was composed of the Sr,cretary of
the Interior, tlle chief jm,tice of the supreme court of the District of
Columbia, and the governor of said District, but, the office of the latter
baYing been aholi hed by Congress at its last session, the board wa
thu r duced to only two member . Tlle first section of the former aet
appropriated the sum of '300,000 for the erection of the jail, and, in
order to re-imbur e the United State for a part of its cost, the ecoud
ectiou required the l gi lative assembly of the Di trict of Columbia to
colle t, by tax or otherwi , an 1 pay into the Treasury of tlle United
~ 'tate,·, at or before th completion of the jail, the sum of $ I.~5,000. It
i not known to thi D partment whether any part of this sum ha Leen
paid into the Trea nry by the late Di trict govcrument; but it is ol.Jviou ",
jn Yiew of th aboli. bment of , aid legi latirn as ernbly by the act of
Jun 20, J 7-1-, that tlle act of June 1, 1872, . hould be amended in order
t proYide for the re-imbur ement contemplated by the. econd section
th r of.
tt ntion i al.'o re. pectfully invited to tile propl'iety of proYicling by uitable 1 gislatiou, for the re toratiou of the board of cornmi.- iou r' to it: riginal ·ompl II! nt by the designation of au aclditi nal m mlPr.
Tb · n:tru ·ti n f th . jail ha· .-t adily aclrnuc 1 . ince the da,tc of
my la.t annual r p rt alt11 u 0 h the up rvi.'ino· architect report. that
much lay in th pro T .-. f the work rc:ult d from the failur , by
tu parti . wb ·on tract ·<l t f 1ruL·h h , •ut-. tone, to npply the ·ame
within th tim
·ifi · l in th ir c ntra t.
i: of opiniou, howe\· r
11 l la.· cc:nr.-, th bnildirw will be ·ompl t •cl
fl.- ·al · ar.
. tat,., that th work alr acly done
' n ·a i.-fa · lily , 11 l ·on mi ·all.· p rform t1; and that wh ·n
· mpl t • l th· n ,w j, il f 1 th· I i:tri~ of 'olumbia will be ·up rior iu
1
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general arrangement and in the important requisites of light and ventilation to any prison-building in this country. Proposals were duly
invited by advertisement for cut-stone cornice and :flagging, and contracts
were awarde<:l, with the approval of the board of commissioners, to the
lowest responsible bidder in each case.
The architect invites attention to his former recommendation, that
the building be completed in such a manner that it may be used not
only for the purposes of a jail, but for those of a penitentiary. He
/estimates that the expense would be comparatively small, involving
little more than the cost of the material required to construct workshops and a suitable wan to inclose the premises. The convicts could
perform the necessary labor in making such impro-vements, in grading
the grounds, and extending them to the main channel of the Anacostia
River. The latter improvement would, in the opinion of the architect,
reclaim a considerable tract of valuable land, and is furthermore desirable in order to make the locality salubrious. He also states that were
the building to be used for penitentiary purposes, a large annual saving
to the Government would be effected.
The architect again submits for consideration the fitness of providing
a separate building for the detention and reformation of female prisoners.
Be suggests the propriety of removing the inmates of the poor-house
to some other and more desirable locality, and of converting the present building into a house of correction for female prisoners, for which
purpose it can be adapted, in his judgment, at a reasonable expense
The poor-house is in close proximity to the jail, and while it is desirable,
for many reasons, that the occupants of the former should be transferred to a more suitable locality, it is necessary that the building for
the detention and reformation of female prisoners should not be far
removed from the jail building.
The supervising architect submits the necessary ·estimates for the
completion of the jail and it's surroundings, in accordance with plans
already approveu. His estimate for the completion of the building
amounts to 490,057.93, and for fencing and inclosures $9,900, in all
E'-!99,957.93. Congress having made an appropriation of $300,000 on
the 1 t of June, 1872, and an additional appropriation of $50,000 on
June 23, 1874, a balance is left to be provided for of $149,957.93. He
al o e tirnate that there will be required for heating-apparatus $29,900,
and for kitchen-utensils, washing-apparatus, and driving-engine, $5,691. '
The whole amount, therefore, that will be required to complete the jail,
according to the upervising architect's estimates, is $ 185,548.93.
TERRITORIAL PENITENTIARIES.
The penitentiary for the Territory onYashinofon, which was building
at th late of my la ·t annual report, wa completeu on the 21st of Nov-ember, 1. 73. On the ame da.r the building was inspected by a com-
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mittee appointed for that purpose uy this Department, wbo reported
that it bad been constmcted of the best materials, in a workman-like
manner, and in strict accordance with the plans and specifications prepared therefor. The keys of the building were thereupon smrenderetl
to the United States marshal for said Territory, who ther~by took po.
session of the building on behalf of the Department of Justice. Thi:
transfer of possession was made pursuant to the provisions of section
one of an act of Oopgress approved January 10, 1871.

NEED OF ADDITIONAL ROOl\f.

Iu my annual reports for the years 1871, 1872, and 1873, I referred to
the want of additional room for the accommodation of the clerical force
of the Department of the Interior. I deem it necessary to refer again
to this subject, respectfnlly inviting attention to what has previously
been said in regaru to it.
During the past ten year the business of the several Bureaus connected with this Department has steadily and largely increased; the
Bureau of Education was created, and the geological and geographical
survey of the Territories, with other miscellaneous subjects, was placed
under the juri diction of the Secretl;lry of the Interior. The extent of
tbis increase in the public bu iness committed to the charge of the
Department is apparent from the fact that, ten years ago, the PatentOffice building accommodated the entire clerical force of the Department at Wa hiugton, numbering about 550, whereas said force· is at
pr ut al)Out 1,200, of which number only 750 can be conveniently provided for in th Department building. The remainder (450) are nece ' everal building in different sections of the
arily cattered amon
city, tlte annual co t for rent of which to the Government is $22,400.
Tbe increa e in tb bu ine . of the Patent-Office during the period
nam d ba been at an av rage rate of 20 per cent. per annum, and it i,
anticipat ed that tbi, avera ere will be fully maintained in the futnre.
The growing indn try and re onrce of the country de,elop and give
mploym nt t the inventirn er niu of our people, as bown by th
a.nuual report of tb Pat nt- filce, anu the demand for acld_itional room
f, r th pr mpt tran ,·a tion of t he inerea.·in a- bu 'ine .· of that Office i
n ·h tba it ·ann t 1on o- r e r .-i. tecl without ,' riou. d triment to tlie
lo e of the rebellion
Tbe con truction of
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to augment the labor of the Land-Office, and this increased labor
n~ cessa.rily tlemands a larger force and additional room for its proper
performance.
Our pension -laws, so liberal and just to those who suffered by the
efforts to suppress the late rebellion, have increased beyond comparison
tlle labors and duties of the Pension-Office, and compelled the employment of a large force ·n ot previously required. It became necessary
th ree years ago to transfer the whole clerical force of the Pension
Bnre au, excepting those immediately attached to the Commissioner's
office, together with the volmninons and valuable files and records
relating to pension claims, to the Seaton building, some three squares
distant from the Department. The separation of this force from its
chi e f officers causes much i4convenience and delay in the proper transaction of the business of the Bureau, but a more important considerat ion is that the Seaton building is not fire-proof. The loss by fire of
t he valuable archives of the Pension-Office would be irreparable, the
danger of which should be averted by their remornl to a fire-proof
building.
The entire Bureau of Education, and the force ernployetl ii1 the
geological surveys, are also accoml.llotlateu in buildings owned b.v
private individuals. Only one of these buildings is considered fireproof, but neither of them is well adapted for official use.
It has been impossible for the Department to obtain the occupancy of
fi r e -proof buildings for the purposes above referred to. The danger of
<lestrnctiou by fire of the records of these Bureaus is a subject of great
solicitude to the Department_, and one that ought no longer to exist. I
ca nnot too urgently commend the consideration of this subject through
y ou to the attention of Congress, which is the only power capable of
affording relief. It is sincerely hoped that that body will appreciate
t he necessity of early action, and will pw-dde, by suitable legislation,
so as to prevent the uisastrous consequences to · which I have adverted,
a nd which are so much to be apprehended.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
C. DELANO, Secretary.
Tll e PRE 'IDEN'l'.
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